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Discover Portugal as
a traveller, not a tourist.
Your connection with
the destination, its people,
traditions, customs
and history is our passion
along with the utmost
respect for the environment,
historical sights and local
community.
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+351 210 991 899
info@welovesmallhotels.com
www.welovesmallhotels.com
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We love nature, the natural environment
and the freedom feeling of being outdoors.
All trails were selected from our own personal
experiences. We have walked each step,
choose the most breath taking views, the
tastiest local food spots and an array of off
the beaten track secrets, traditions, customs
and places. You will experience the pure,
uncensored Portugal.

Welovesmallhotels aims to introduce
a different Portugal: through the eyes
of locals, by experiencing authentic
routines, with no rushes.
As proud Portuguese we know the
hidden corners of our land better
than anyone. The love for our heritage
helped us handpicked authentic
experiences that reflects our passion
and adds another layer of meaning
to your journey. Your genuine
encounter with Portugal.

Within our ancient borders a lot
awaits to be discovered. Up North
enchanted hills and breath-taking
landscapes. To the south, endless
beaches and sun kissed valleys
and plains. A visit to the inland
with its timeless sceneries and
unforgettable historical villages,
will take you back in time.
900 years of Fascinating History,
300 sunny days per year and the
warmth of a nation wait to be
discovered. Breathe the essence
of real Portugal and experience
a truly genuine adventure.

Hotels
Small hotels and unique charming addresses
are part of the experience. The selection was
made with passion, based on special qualities,
magical details, and unique points. You will
never forget the warmth of the hosts, the
touch of love poured into the preparation of
a meal and those deck chairs overlooking
the infinite. Comfort is important but our
collection goes way beyond that.
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